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Abstract---Thb enelJrds was eimed et investigating the ptttems
spoken by the students of the
Englirh Educadon Shdy Program, tre Univemity of Bengkulu.
The subjects for this study were 27 students of the 7th semester

Neville, and WoldorS 2002; Smith, and Robb, 2006;

of Eaglish syllable sfresses

Bijeljac-Babic, Serres, Hdhle, anrdN azzi, 2072).
Word stess is quite variable. There are some on the
first syllable; some are stessed on the second syllable; some
are on the third syllablq and the rest are the fouth sy{lable.
Stess placements are various imnong lmguages or even in
certain languages, there is no rule for the stess placement
Bear (2015) explains that words consist of syllable and the
syllabe itself is a unit of sound which includes a vowel
sound. In the word -compu&t'' there aro three syllables but
the the stess is placed on the second syllable, "com-'PlJ-ter"

of the undergaduate progrem. The dah were collected by
recording their pronuncbtion of words: one, two, three, and
four sylleble words which consisted of 12 words for each
cattryory of words. The dah were then rnalyzed by Audacity
progrrm. In eddition, the detr were dso rated by two
researchers. The rezulb indlcate thrt firsfly, tte petteras of
me-syllable words were placed 44 7o at initial pocition, 29 7o
at &e end, rnll2lo/o with no skess (NS). Secondly, in the case
of twcsyllable wordg &ey were 12 7r at initiel pcition, 16 7o
at the end pocition, 6{l % wi& muld-etressess (MS} and 10 %

Stress is used not

with no stress {wS). ttirOty, in the cgse of three*yllrble words,
there were 22 7e et inftial position, 10 7o at middle position, 25
Yo atfue end posldon, 29 % wtth muld-stresses (MS), and 14
o/o wfr no strecs (NS). finally, in the cese of four<yllable

prominent syllable than the others. The stess commonly
falls on verb, adjective, noun and verb, but rarely falls on
gramrnatical words zuch as on, of, this, that the and more.

wordg they were 8 7o et initial pmidon, 67o at middle I and
middle 2 podtiog 9Yo at the cnd posidor, 45 7r wi& muldstresses (MS), and 27 oh wifi no strcss (NS). In conclusion,
despito the fact that tte syllable $ress rule in English has one
stress ln l word, there seems to be other pattenns orf stresses

Howwer, a stress can be grven on those grammatical words
to make a special atteirtion to it orto emphasize it. Matthews
QOOT) defines that stess has phonological features

bywhich

a syllable is heard as more prominent thau othry" . While
McCharty (1991) defines that sEess is when 6 word or

spoken by the subjech, who were non-native speakers (NNS) of

English, such as multi-stresseg (MS) mening ltat more than
one syllablcs were stressed and no stress (NS) pattems
meaning that eech syllable was not given any strecs at all

syllable is pronounced with greater force than other words in
the same s€ntence or other syllables in the same word.
Xiaoyao (2010) mentions that there are three factors
which influe,nce an English speaker's acquisition in stress
pattsrn. First is syllabic structure; second is lexical class; and
the &ird one is phonological similarity. In addition, an
English stress pattem is not easy to understand for several
reasons; English stess uses syllabic slruchlre, lexical class
md phonological similarity, and other reasons due to gender,
age aad leaming eirvirontnentwhere the speakos live.
Dealing with a word shess pattern, there are some
researches conceming on it. Grace (2006) investigated about

Kcywords. anel5ds; stresses; patteirn; words; sfirdents

I.

ody on word but also on senteoce.

At a word level, there is alwala a syllable which is more

INrnooucnoN

When a word syllable is pronounced dominantly in a
it is catled stress. For exarnple, the word
o'engine",
should be stressed at the first syllable as shown in
the following stress 'ENgine. This stess becomes one of
important parts in English pronunciation.
Research on stess is not something new because the
issue of this stress has been startd by Ferguson (1975) who
investigated the characteristics of foreiper talks. Only few
researchers were conce,nring about this stess (Sanders,,

word then

the patterns of English word stress by Hong Kong ESL
learners. The findings show that the patterns of stuess on
bisyllabic, trisyllabic, quadrisyllabic, and five-sylllabe sterns
are various among students. Another example comes from
j,!'
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*disambiguate" will be pronounced 'TlIEre, 'GARden,
md 'DlSarnbiguate. All the words have one
stress even though they have different number of syllables.
In contrast to native speakers (NS), the NNSs can not
understand well on how to use such stess properly. For

Taan (2007) who also sfirdied about
exploration lexical-seinantics factors affecting sfress
production in derived words. The finding shows that the
primary stress was produced more accurately in hrgh
frequency words than in low frequency ones. They
concluded that semantical and frequency factors may
influence accurate morphological production. The third
example is research done by Guion (2003) who snrdied
about frctors affecting stress placement for non-English
Jarmulovricz and

and
'SEPternber

irstance, speakers of English from Indonesia, Indiq

Singapore, and others have their own style in speaking. They
tsnd to have different stess pattems of English. Therefore,
some speakers from those countries may place stresses
inryropriately or put them in unong places. In some cases,
when the stess is put on fte first syllable like in the words
'IMport'' or'Export'', the function of the words is noun. In
conhasl, when the stress is placed on the second syllable
pronounced as "im'PORT" and "ex'PORT", the fimction of
the words changes into verb. Even though the case is small,
it can cause a confirsion because of inrypropriate places of
stress. At least the prontmciation made by NNS will be
considered as strange. This consideration also leads to the
term *World Englishes" where many people speak English
with their own style different from native speakers' sryles.
Therefore, how language behavior of non-native
speakers related to their uses of stess become the main point

words including syllabic stnrchre, lexical classes, and stness

patt€rns

of

phonologically similar

words. The study

investigated about the word shess pattern. However, it was
different from the two previous studies because the zubjects
of this study had a unique background because they came
from different various local language/speakers in Bengkulu
wi{h interesting accelrt too.

According to Bowm (2000), and Beare (2015),
there are two rules relating to a word stess. Firstly, one
word only has one sfress and it falls into vowels. Here are
some rules of English word stress patte,ms. For a detail
explanation of stress, it can be sesn in the following table:

of this study. The focus in the sfirdy was to identiff

TABLE I. PLACEMENTS OF STRESS

Str$i
first

rytrable

Sylleble

Strcss on
Penuldmete
Syllable

Most 2-

Most 2-

Wmds ending

syllrble

rylleble

DOUIIS

Verbs

GRAPIIic,

e:92

e.g:
to
preSENT

geoGRAPHic

PRESent
, E port

Most 2syllable

exFORT

on

a

t

Strtss on

Lrst

in

t

'to

Stress on

Compound

AntePenultimrtc
Svlhhle

Word

Wsrals
ending in

For

{y,.ty,-

rouns, the

phy ao&
cv

stsess is oa
the firit part.

-ic

e.g?

,

geoloGic

Words ending

in-sion andtion

e.g:

e.g:
teleVlsion,

CLEVer,

revel-Ation

HAPpy

using English stesss (rules).

I

e.g:

c.g:

deMOcracy,
dependaBllity

BLACKbir4

phoTOgraphy,
geology

language be.havior of non native speaker (regulqjty), not to
look for the errorVmistakes made by the zubjects as NNS in

This study was

descriptive reserch which
of English words by the
English Education Study Program students of the 7th
Semester at the Bengkulu University. The subjects of the
study were 27 studeirts consisting of 5 males and 25 females

with different ethnic groups:

compound

adjcctlvcr,
on the

second
ParL
e.g:
bad-

e.g:

CRItical,
geoLOGical

Rejangnese, Serawainese,

Batalrrese Pasemahnese, Bataknese, and Melayunese. They
have been sfirdying English at the English Program for more
than three years. The data were collected by recording their
pronunciation of isolated words. The words used to be tested
were high-frequencywords and selected from English book
randonrly. The data were then analped b16 Audacity
Program to look at the places of stess and rated by two
researchers. The data were then displayed and interpreted in

the stress is

in-rt

a

investigated the stess pattems

GREEMouse
For

Words ending

METIIOD

TEMpered,

ol&
FASIIioned
For
corryound
verbs, tlte
stess is oo

the form ofgraphs ofthe stess paterns used bythe students,

m.
A.

the second

Stress Pqttern

FrNDrNcs

of One-Syllable Words

parl

In this chart, the vertical axis is the frequency of

e.R

occurances in forrn of percentage while horizontal axis shows
one-sfllable word. The first bar is words with initial position
of stress, the second bar is words with final position of stess
and the last bm is words with no stress (rs)

to
undersTAND

,to

nvrFLOW

the

For English native speakers (NS), they realize that in
one word whether one syllable or more, it has one stress. For

an example,

in the words "ftere", "garde,n",

'3epternber",
,{r

Svmposimof

lntsnari*U@

tt 21
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sftesses of two-syllable words were given. As indicated by
the the Cbxt2, there were four placemeirts of skesses oftwo

syllable words. Suprisingly, 60Yo of the strdeirts put
multiple stesses in the words and the rest positions were
less than 20%.

The words pronounced with MS wsre like

) 'MON'DAY and CONSIST ) 'CON'SIST ,
initial position (12%o) such as OBJECT)'OBJECT, at
the final position (16%) such as TIJESDAYT TUES'DAY,
and with no sress (10%) such as EASYIEASY. It appears
that the more the syllables were in a word, the higher the
multi-stress patterns were. More studies are necessary to be
conducted to check whether the factor of isolated words or
other factors formed the language behavior of the subjects.
MONDAY
at the

Chat I shows that almost half of the subjects put the
stress at initial position (447o) such as PEN )'PEN and
at fte final position zuch as
IIERE t I{E'RE. However, few students did not stress the
words at all Q7Y$ such as MAD + MAD . As a matter of
fact, according the nrles of Englistr word pattern, for one
syllabe wor4 the words are cornmonly stuessed at the initial
position so that the word (1vIAD" will be pronounced as
'MAD. In fact, as shown in the chart some shrde,nts stessed
the word not only at initial position but also at the final or
even other shrdents didn't stess the words at all. It might
happen for two reasons; the first was affected by their
mother tongues similar to the way they shess the words or
the second was that they may not know where to put stess
appropriately since they were not taught on pu4)ose. Indee{
more studies are needed to investigate the causes of this
fenomenon. The exarrples of one-syllabe words should be
stressed on the initial position; howwer, some students put
stuesses at the end position so that they had rising intonation
when they pronounced or they din not have any stesses on
the words PEN, MAN, and BREAK. The biggest number of
the students did not place the stresses on the beginning as
supposed to bg but they pronormced them without any
then

it was followed by

stre.ss.

B.

Stress Patterus of

C.

Stress Pattern

of Three-Syllable Words

29o/o

Trw-Syllable Words

30
25

r

20

,Middle

15

Initial

eFinal

10

rMS

5

;NS

0

Words

3 indicates that the vertical axis is the
of the subjects pronouncing the three syllable
words, while the horizontal axis shows the placements of
Chart

p€rc€ntage

stesses. There were five patterns of stresses, such as initial,

middle, final, multi sEesses, and no stesses. The
p€rcentages of each pattfxa were 22Yo, lOoA,25yo,29Yo md

The

three-syllable

word with t{S

was

TELEPHONE) 'TELE'PHOIIE. Then, the second highest
position was at final like in the words DECORATE

70

)deco'RATE and DIFFICULTT)diffi'CULT. The word
SATURDAY was pronounced as 'Saturday. In addition, the
words which were not stessed by the students only 14 o/o.
'The example of three-syllable word was MEMORIZE,
which should be stessed at initial position as 'Memorize,

60
50

35

147o consecutively. Howwer, there were almost one third of
the subjects gave multi stesses on the three syllable words.

Chart 2. Two.Syltable Words

rlnitial

40

Chart 3. Three-Syllable Words

30

rFinal

20

XMS

10

rNS

but there was no stess given.

0
Words

In this chart, the vertical axis is the percentages of
stress placement while the horizontal a;ris shows where the
rI
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D.

Stress Patterns

of Four-Syllable Words

ofthe subjects

as

NNS. They were not clear yet whether they

were due to the ignorance of the subjecB during their
learning or they were parts of a language continum. Other

Chart 4. Four-Syllable Words

r tnitial
:Middle I
rMiddle 2
rFinal

IMS

possibilities were due to the approach of teaching where
English teachers tend to focus on meaning than the fonrU
including the rule of stress. Thus, the stess problems were
not a primary concem for teachers in teaching English in
EEL country (Ahmad and Rao, 2013)
It has been widely accepted that in communicative
approach of English teaching the emphasis is on meaning
(Hunter, 2&9; Basta 2011). As long as the meaning is
rmderstood by our listeners or interlocuters, mistake in
pronunciation or displacemeirt of the stesses are not too

important.

XNS

As shown by Chart 4, there were six patterns of

In other word, firsfly, intelligibility of

conversations or talk is more important than the rules or
forms. Secondly, it could be due to the influence of Ll or
the mother toungucs of the respondents. Finally, the less
exposure ofEnglish in classroom or out ofclassroom could
contribute to such lamguage behaviors.

of four

syllable words. The placements of stess
w€re at initial, at Middle l, at Middle 2, at franl, with MS
and with NS. They were represented orderly by 8%, 6yo, 6ya,
stressos

7% respectively.
Following the previous pattems ofmultiple syllable
words, either two syllabtes or three syllables, almost 50Yo of
the subjects had MS wheir pronouncing the words like in the
9Yo, 45Yo,

2

word

DISTINCTMLY)'DIStinc'TIVEIy,

APPRECIATE) 4'PRE'CIATE and more than one fourth
the stresses were not grven at all like in the word

V.

coNCLUSIoN

Despite the fact that English has only one stress given
to a wod there was a tendeircy of various stress glacements.
Some placements could be stange or weird by the ems of
NS. In additioa, the more the syllables in a word, the more

complicated

or

confusing

the

students were when

pronouncing the words.

JANUARY) january.
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their own rules instead of following the English rules. The
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languages, therefore, the influence oftheir native languages
cannot be denied in pronuncing or placing the word stress in
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that meaning is more important that rules or forms
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QW7) who stated that the ability of non-native speakos to

use stress pattern was characterized by their
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